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It has become Increasingly clear that the presently used concept of "information

retrieval" is no longer adequate to explain the full scope of the area. All too

frequently "information retrieval" has become synonymous with document storage

and retrieval and the most attention, therefore, has been centered around the

mechanical and data processing aspects of these library type functions. To

satisfy a wide variety of criteria (for instance, information requirments for

e "ficien'. decision making) a more comprehensive conceptualization must be pro-

vided which gives proper emphasis to:

i. User information requirements as a basis for selection of data for

input to the Information system.

2. Computer capability to reorganize and manipulate the stored facts.

3. Closing of the linguistic gaps (human vs. computer language) between

man and computer in relation to the formulation of requests.

In addition to performing retrieval functions, a system based on these broader

concepts .w-uld provide control over more varied functions, e.g., those involved

in problem-solving, and, therefore, would more appropriately be called an "infor-

mation management" system. An information management system differs from an

information retrieval system in two major ways: (1) The information retrieval

system includes only a limited number of functions, and the major accent is

placed on the search for a previously stored dom'ment or fact, whereas the in-

formation management system encompasses the whole spectrum of information hand-

ling f•unctions: How the information which the system handles is used determines

its selection, its format for input, storage a:;d inquiry as well as the search

strategies employed. (2) In addition, the kind of functions which an informa-

tion management system is able to handle are more complex. Again depending

upon the use to which the information is put, the system will be able to have

Term introduced in "Information Management - Long Range Planning Heport,"
Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California - Report 39., February 1960.
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reorganization features such as correlation of facts, automatic modification

of its memory system (updating and purging, often called retrospective indexing)

and its executive program according to pre-established rules.

Although retrospective indexing researcn has recently been conducted under the

label of information retrieval, it really represents a more dynamic and complex

function. The growing interest in this research attests to the need for a

reconceptua.ization. The more inclusive term will be used here to refer to

this more comprehensively conceptualized field.

FURPOSE

Research on information management systems has mushroomed during the past decade.

The major factors which are involved with this pbe-:Zcenal growth rate have to do

with aspects of the growing complexity of civilization:

growing volume of technological and scientific information;

increasing shortage of technical manpower;

duplication of scientific and technological efforts;

. increased cost of research;

* increasing awareness of man's memory limitations with respect to

pertinent information for problem solving;

need for rapidly accessible, accurate, and up-to-date information for

decision making and exchange of ideas and facts.

Most of the above factors represent the principal goals toward which research

efforts in the information management field are directed. These goals will

serve as a basis for a critcrion framework which vill have to be considered

for the evaluation of research activities.

To engage in research and development on specific aspects of information man-

agement, it is not enough to know something about the content matter of the

par'c.icular area under explorat.'_on; one must also become familiar with the

methods and techniques being used and t veloped throughout the entire rapidly



growing field. Current research trends need to be analyzed so that the direc-

tio~ns in which the field is to move can be consciously chosen. To satisfy

these information needs an ongoing state-of-the-art study has been started.

Afte r a Preli.nary expioration cf the nat ure of the info.-nation management

problems, the first step was to assess the make-up of the community within

which research programi are being developed. Further steps will include a

more intensive and continuously updated picture of content, locations, size,

quality, and sponsorship of research efforts, as well as the identification

of problem areas and trends AL inforration on additional programs and new

facets is added, the initial framework developed for studying this field may

have to be reorganized to fit changing ideas and new techiology; basic

criteria such as rigor, economy, simplicity, adaptability, and compactness

used to evaluate the research may also have to be identified. This reorganiza-

tion of the conceptual framework and the modification and re-weighting of the

criteria will be part of the ongoing assessment of the state-of-the-art.

METHODS

The methods employed in conducting this ongoing study include the collection

of written or spoken information about ongoing or planned efforts, participa-

tion in symposia and conventions of the information management research com-

munity, and the development and application of the criterion framrework for

evaluating the quality and the trends of the research efforts.

In analyzing the changing research picture, the most difficult task is the

assessment of the size of current efforts. Many organizations are hesitant

to give out specific information concerning numbers of personnel and dollars

e ended on particular projects. In addition, the overhead figures are not

I~puted on a comparable basis ane the ratio of professional to support staff

is not readily available. Freqoenri.ly, efforts in this field are deeply em-

bedded in the context of projects labeled sirulaation eand modelting, man-machine

integration, operations research, and systems analysis a;.1 design; thus making
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the task of identifying costs cf research and development pertinent to this

study area an additionally difficult one. Nevertheless, some useful informa-

tion is available and can be translated into report format, although this

information cannot presently be stated in a very precise manner. Hopefully,

the volume of availa~ble informaition will increase as the amount of research

and development work in thiz area increases and as SDC personnel become better

accuainted with sponsors and researchers W'no have vested intcrests in the

information management field.

ORGANIZATION OF RESEARCH ACTIVIT=-S

In discussing research activities, there is the problem 2 'aow to meaningfully

categorize the work that is being done in the info-mation management field. L.s

mentioned in the intpducticn, a broader framewcrk than has oeen used in the

past needs to be developed for this purpose. Such a framewcrk sho.lc. take into

consideration the five major information r--nagement functions shown in Figure ]_

Figure 1 contains a simplified diagram describing the flow of information manage-

ment functions in an information management model. The first two functions are

selection (1) and reduction (2) of infoxrmation. Information which is eventually

used for problem-solving, decision-making, research, etc. is selected for input

to the store from the extensive reservoir of ideas Lind facts generated by scien-

tific, technical and professional personnel. This info-nmation is either stored

in natural language or reduced to a spe°?ial language format by indexing or ab-

stracting techniques. The next three functions concern storage (3), search

strategy (4), and the formulation of requests (5. • Te requester may ask the

computer to produce a list of documents or facts containing information he need-

for problem-solving or he may want the computer to manipuiatL the stored data

so that relationships of the data may bring to light information which was not

previously known. Such requests may be fo,mulated by several methods: the

requester may be able to make inquiries to the computer in natural langaage

and, through several conversations (teaching machine or other methods), the

questions may become more precise; or he may have to add to hi.. orn vocabulary
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the languag.e of the information managem~ent system. A dicudvantageofteltr

inethod is that the searcher is forced to think like the indexer and thus the

degree of creativity of searching techniques is limited to parczeter~i fore-er

by the indexer. A com~bln3tion of these two met~hocis iray hold tie best promise

for optimumn mian-machine interacti.on; thus the computer can at increasingly so-

nhisticated levels learn to duplicate inteleta prcLe edn ods

covery as it browses through a broad range of data u;ith rourpose and Whe Capacity

to corrclate frets.

-h asi hc he above fur~ctiu.;z are fulfilld -re 'eterm-ned by (1) the

user needs and (2-) the technologicai. (equipment and- nystem design) feasibility

-f* inplementing the methods which are to implement these user needs. The out-

iout products which the in-fornation management system prcvidles f3or the user maj

-c retrieve-d document's and facts, or new concepts, whhth conter foundi

and compiled by man ipulat ing ccnfiguratLions. of facts contained in its store.

It is difficult to divide the input/output cycle of an inform~ation management

model into distinctly Separate procedures or subsystems since most o'f the func-

tions are interdependent. However, to discuss present research -ctivities and

to decide t-he direction of future efforts, the information ,.,ana~gement system

:.nust be analyzed into meaningful parts. For this purpose, the categories Which

have served as a traditional reporting framewofk during -the ye-ars since 1948

will be modified and reoreganizea. This is only an finterim step leading even-

7t-allv to the deve-loxDMent of a set of cat-egcries which is more 41n z~eePir.g-- with

,he des;cription of the five functions mentioned bbove. It is not. feasible -to

f'o to this future schema now because current research and development wcrk in

tLis field is not usually repor-ted in these terms. It is hoped, however, that

thls new schema will. nct only provide a more mea.zingful report framework, but

--ill also, aid in defi-ning more clearly the dir:ection wlhi-h research and develop-
ment work in this field should take.

The following discussiLon explains why and how the four interim categories were

developed from the categcries into which research has been classified previously.
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These four interim categories will hopefully provide a meaningful bridge to a

proposed future, schema which will be discussed later in this report. This

future schema will treat the five functions as the basic categories; and for

each of these functions, considerations of user needs and equipment research

become rc(qu rements and constraints to the information management model.

The National Science Foundation, which has been the pioneer in the field, has

been publishing biannual summaries of "c " research and development acti-

•..tlc3 since 1948; in their reports, the research has been classified into the

following five categories:

1. Information Needs arn Uses
2. Information Storage and Retrieval
3. Mechanical Translation
4. Equipment
5. 1otentia].ly Related Research

1he disproportionate growth of category 5 shows that the scope of the area is

widening, and by now this collection of studies has all the earmarks of a
"miscellaneous" category. When the studies included in this category are

sorted out, it becomes evident that a redefinition of several other categories

has become overdue. For instance, three of the areas subsumed under "Potentially

Related Research" - Character and Pattern Recognition, Speech Analysis, and

Linguistic and Lexico-graphic Research - can be classified as indexing and

abstracting processes. They can also be subsumed under the Fonmulation of

Requests and are closely connected with Search Strategies (see Figure 1.).
These topics as well as the research in Artificial Intelligence and those

categorized as Psychological. Studies (also listed under "Potentially Related

iResearch") are no longer gotentially related. They have become a very core of

the research field.

On the basis of current research and developmetnt activities, a regrouping of

functions is urgently needed at this time. Furthermore, due to the "in flux"

nature of this new field, the interrelationship of the above topics should be

periodically re-evaluated. _.ie discernable trends which indicate that a change
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Jn conc(pt.u:'.1 ./atJon or tCh, U ;y.be', is c-ul.',(d for also indicate cost directions

which the infonnation managenent research will take in the future. It is, T

therefor•, necessary to provide a conceptual framework with the flexibility c

necessary for updating the emerging schema. The predictions for future direc- w

tion and a preview of the next iramework will be disqussed and documented more

fully in the section on trends. For the present synopsis, the research activi- c

ties in the information managemvent area arc divided into fbur major categories:

1. User Requirements and Needs (including selection of information)
2. Reduction (indexing, abstracting and 3torage)
3. Search Strategy (including formulation of requests, translation)
4. Equirernt

C

The first category, "User Requirements and Necds," includes studies (such is

surveys) on user groups with respect to their needs for formally or informally

obtainable information, publication studies (kind and quantity of published

material with or without user evaluation of its usefulness), studies on com-

munication processes, etc. Many of these studies serve to clarify the criteria

for selecting ideas, hypotheses, questions, and facts to be entered into the

information store.

The second category, "Reduction," includes stua.its covering the data reduction

process through which selected material is prepared for input to the computer

either by manual or machine abstracting or indexing techniques.

The third category, "Search Strategy," includes studies on search strategy as

well as linguistics, parts of artificlal intelligence and mechanical transla-

tion. Mechanical translation may also apply to the "Reduction" category. It

was included here because the concept of search strategy is defined to be

broader than just "retrieval." The computer not only searches and retrieves

facts and documents but, by manipulating the data, performs a more sophisticated

function: it may eventually be able not only to update but to change its own

stored data configurations. Most of the linguistic research has a direct

application to tne formulation of the requests for information and to the ways

in which the computer searches for it or correlates the existing information to

Z -1
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answer the question of the user.

The fourth cAtegcry, "Equipment," includes at thiv time a gamut of studies on

equipment. 1.lthcugh these studies emphasize the hardware more than the soft-

ware approach, the strictly hardware zapproacb to information management problems

Js .enerally on the decline. Equipment research is being conducted more in the

contexz of broader j•nlormtion management problems. However, the number of

studies showing the development and refinement of very specific equipment is

still sizeable, requiring a separate category at this time.

The follow5ng foir tables represent a brief synopsis of the agencies, names of

contact people, available at this time, research topics, sponsorship, and esti-

mates of the size of the research effort.
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CWHAACTERISTICS OF SOPONSORS111W OF RES1EARiCH

Table 5 presents a synopsis of what is currently known about the major or-an.n-

zations which sponsor research in the information management field. Several

of these organizations also support in-house research activities in this area.

However, this analysis includes only their support of research efforts outside

the agency. In addition to the sponsors listed in Table 5. there are numerous

sponsors who were not listed and who are supporting only on- outside effort orn
a budget less than $50,0(y) per year. Phe fact that many inor sponsor- are
involved in small research projects emphasizes net only the growing interest

in this type of research but also a certain degree of fractionation.

The most important characteristic of the ffnmding of research activities in

info.matj.;n management is that of joins. sponscrship. T1his fact has far-

reaching implications for organizations who are planrning a major invoivenent

in the fIeld.

The estimates of the size of support did :not vary by sprnsor from 1)ol t.- w-a.

ib knoi-in at th:'s time shout 19C2. This means that th,ý fundinC, remained re•.-

i'vely zo&tant. with"In the si-all, mediu-., and large fi.nanclal support categir'es.

The numfber cf studies, nowever, has increased for several sponsoxing agencies,

Implying a decrease :f support fuinds per study. u•The aggregate siu of support

in no zase was estinated to exceed -. 11 z.ion; many of the support est.n'ates

hover around the millIon dollar figure. The USAF and U.ýS. Pkrny seem to be

providing the largest' support f-or informiatin management research.

-- or-- n_ a research.
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Table 5 (Continued)

Estimated Size of Number of
Support Per Year - Studies

Name of Sponsor Latest Estimate S ored
Lrge Med. 3r~a-1. 1961 1 26

fiational Science Foundation (jointly with
marW otber sponsors like NIH, Universities,
etc.) X (O3er 1 million 37 57

____ ____ __-_ ____ ____ ____ _ in 1962A ~-

§periy Rand-Univac - X i

U.S. Air Force (Jointly with other sponsors
Unspecified X 3 3
Aeronautical Systems Div.

(Microwave Tech. Section) X 1 5
Aeronautical Systems Command X - 1
Air Materiel Coimmand X 1 -
AR1C X - 1
Cambridge Research Lab. X 3 3
Office of Scientific Res, X 18 25
The RA1B Corporation X 2 -
Rome Air Developnent Center X 1 16 35
Wriat Air Develcp ent Division X - 2 i

U.S. Army (Jointly with other sponsors)

Unspecified (together with Air Force,
Navy, Weather Bu3reau & NS?) X 2 1

Euro-,ean Research Cffice X 2 -

OACSI-(Office of AsEt. Chief of
Intel1igence) (ACSI-matic - RCA) X 1

Office of Ordnance Research
(jointly with U.S. Signal Corps) X 1

Office of.the Surgeon General I
(University of Iaxryland) X 1 1

Research Office X - 1

Signal Corns X 2 3
Signal Research & Development -b. X 2

Large - Frai $500,000 - $2.,500,,000
Med-iu - From $ 50,000 - $ 500,000
Small - Under$ 50,000



Table (Continued)

Estlmatec Size or NVber of
5uppart Per Year - Studies

Name of Sponsor Latest., Estimate S onsored
1 k. 1 1.M 2 -" 1

Atcmic Energy Commission x 2

U.S. Department of Commerce

National Bureau of Standards X 1 2

U.S. Patent Office (jointly vith NSF
and Nat'l Bureau of Standards) X 1 1

U.S. Weather Bureau (Jointly vith
USAF, A , N and NSF) X 1

U.S. Navy (jointly vith other sponsora)

Unspecified X 1 1

Bureau of Ships X 1 1

Office of Naval Research X 17 18

U.S. Office of Education (jointly vith
West Res and NSF,) X 1 i

U.S. Public Health Service __ _ X I ..

Iarge - Frcm $500,000 ý62,500j,000
M4edium - From 50,000 qw5000Q~
Small - Under 50,000

i mi, i•m.i l im, i • , • i l • B m i .,u m ll• mlw i•.C• i
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TRMDS

Before discussing the major, basic trends which emerge frcu this studr and their

implications, several problem areas which are receiving increased attention and

emphasis should be mentioned. The publication lag of technical and scientific

information is a problem which may be alleviated through information management

research; this lag also becomes a serious stumbling-block to efficient and timely

utilization of the findings of research activitl-- in this fast-moving field. As

a result, much duplication of effort occurs, 'n addition, due to the relative

newness and fluidity of the field, the quality of research reports is poor. Tn-

fo-rmation about the general purposes, specific criteria, the methodology and

findings is seldam clear'ly and explicitl4 stated. These difficulties are due

main3y to the larger wnmber of exploratory rather than research studies. How-

ever, work is in progress at least to change the report format of studies to

provide more precise information.

Another emphasis which is worth mentioning is the increased evidence cf interest

in information management in countries other than the United States. However,

there seews to be much duplication of effort between the foreign and American

research. If American investigators are able to disseminate published results

of research, update them and explain them clearly, other countries may be able

to use the work as a starting point rather than having to begin from scratch.

Three. Mjor inter-related trends are discernible and shoul, give direction to

the planning for participation in the information management area:

. A definite shift fram hardware to softmare orientation;

. An increase in amount, quality and depth of user requirenent
research;

Sne changes in thie conceptualization of the information manage-
ment field which may lead to a shift fran camponent orientation
to a system approach.

OnIy about 10% of the total studies in information management are devoted to

equipment research per se. As has been true of much system design and research

c• in the past, experimentation with hardware problems took place before the man-
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This last-mentioned type of user needs study may lead to a clar.fication of the

nature and formulation of the questions which the researcher and/or decision-

maker has to put to the information store. The decision whether the subject

matter is to be recorded at all (selection for input), vwether it is to be

recorded and retrieved in the form of total text in natural langnage, or as

an abstract, or through an index of key words, unit terms, etc., depends mainly

on the type of service to be provided. In additionz, the method for organizing

the subject matter is governed to a great extent by its nature, i.e., does it

cover an established set of facts or ideas, hypotheses and notions, or a mixture

of these?

It thus becomes clear how closely the different functions such as the selection

of material for input to the store, the storage organization, the search stra-

tegy, and the request formulation are tied to the exploration of different depth

probes into the User Needs problem area.

Because user requirements influence all- phases of information management research,

they must be viewed as the criterion framework for each of the five functions dis-

cussed earlier, i.e., selection for input, reduction, storage, search strategy and

request formulation (display format can be included here). The explorations of

problem areas and methodology should meet specific criteria made explicit by user

requirement research. Equi-pment research will probably also have to be selected

and reported on for each of these functions. Therefore, a type of schema can be

proposed which should reflect desirable and growing trends in the conceptualiza-

tion of the field. Figure 2 presents a projection toward this next step of the

state-of-the-art study. If the pulse of change is felt correctly, user require-

ments and needs will be the guide to research activities for central problem

areas (exampJles listed) with respect to the five functions. Equilpment research

will also occur and be reported in connection with these functions.
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